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Secondary Traumatic Stress & Self-Care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supplemental Handouts for this section are: PROQOLSelf Care ideasSelf Care templatesSelf Care assessmentWhen PTSD Is Contagious article



Secondary Traumatic Stress & Self-Care

• Balancing your plate

• Defining the terms

• Exposure to other’s trauma

• Organizational trauma

• Understanding self care 
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Balance Your Plate

(Rock & Siegel, 2011)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We ALL have mental health, and we all can work toward our best state of mental wellness.  This may be a helpful visual to think about all the ways you are already doing things for your well-being. Source: https://www.drdansiegel.com/resources/healthy_mind_platter/ Many of these seven essential elements needed to balance your mental health plate were built into the self care assessment you just completed. These may be a helpful visual to think about all the ways you are already doing things for your well-being. We ALL have mental health, and we all can work toward our best state of mental wellness.  Source: https://www.drdansiegel.com/resources/healthy_mind_platter/ Often called: the Seven Essential Activities for Optimum Mental Health-each one will be reviewed Just as we can balance our diet to help our bodies perform better, we can also balance our time so that our mental health is better.The Healthy Mind Platter has seven essential mental activities necessary for optimum mental health in daily life. These seven daily activities make up the full set of ‘mental nutrients' that your brain needs to function at it's best. By engaging every day in each of these servings, you enable your brain to coordinate and balance its activities, which strengthens your brain's internal connections and your connections with other people.�Think of brain health as prevention for Compassion Fatigue. Remember balance is key. Focus TimeWhen we closely focus on tasks in a goal-oriented way, we take on challenges that make deep connections in the brain.Play TimeWhen we allow ourselves to be spontaneous or creative, playfully enjoying novel experiences, we help make new connections in the brain.Connecting TimeWhen we connect with other people, ideally in person, and when we take time to appreciate our connection to the natural world around us, we activate and reinforce the brain's relational circuitry.Physical TimeWhen we move our bodies, aerobically if medically possible, we strengthen the brain in many ways.Time InWhen we quietly reflect internally, focusing on sensations, images, feelings and thoughts, we help to better integrate the brain.Down TimeWhen we are non-focused, without any specific goal, and let our mind wander or simply relax, we help the brain recharge.Sleep TimeWhen we give the brain the rest it needs, we consolidate learning and recover from the experiences of the day. �



Self-Care for Helping Professionals

• Self Care is more than a to-do list of 
the things you are supposed to do 
to take care of your mind and body. 

• It’s also how you manage the stress 
of the empathetic nature of the 
work.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thinking about self care from the perspective of how we can best improve our mental wellness can be helpful and apply to all aspects of our lives. However, self-care in the context of the helping professions has another key component. The very nature of your work may be empathetic. You are witnessing ACEs and trauma at the individual and community level. This may put you more at risk for experiencing stress symptoms that can effect your well-being. So a part of self-care for professionals serving others is to recognize how the trauma of others may effect you, AND also consider how you can make your work more emotionally manageable while still remaining empathetic to those you serve. Not about numbing out at work, but how to take care of yourself so you are still available to help others. 



Secondary Traumatic Stress 
& Related Conditions

Secondary Traumatic Stress refers to PTSD related 
symptoms caused by indirect exposure to traumatic 
material. 

Other terms capture elements of this definition but are 
not all interchangeable.

• The compassion satisfaction/fatigue continuum 

• Vicarious trauma

• Burnout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STS defined: Trauma experienced as a result of exposure to another person’s trauma and trauma reactions.Exposure can be through:What someone tells you or says in your presence The child’s play, drawings, written storiesAnother persons reactions to trauma remindersMedia coverage, case reports, or other documents about the traumaCompassion SatisfactionRefers to the positive feelings derived from competent performance as a trauma professionals. It is characterized by positive relationships with colleagues and the conviction that one’s work makes a meaningful contribution to clients and society. Compassion fatigueA less stigmatizing way to describe secondary traumatic stress and it has been used interchangeably with the term.Compassion Fatigue Warning Signs:Mental and physical exhaustionUsing alcohol, food, or other substances to combat stress and comfort yourselfDisturbed sleepFeeling numb and distanced from lifeFeeling less satisfied by workMoodiness, irritabilityPhysical complaints—headaches, stomachachesBurnoutCharacterized by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and a reduced feeling of personal accomplishment. While it is also work-related, burnout develops as a result of general occupational stress the term is not used to describe the effects of indirect trauma exposure specifically. Vicarious TraumaChanges in the inner experience of the therapist resulting from empathetic engagement with a traumatized client. It is a theoretical term that focuses less on trauma symptoms and more on the covert cognitive changes following cumulative exposure to another person’s traumatic material. Example article on vicarious trauma, about a therapist working with 9/11 survivors. Highlights changes to the therapist’s worldview. https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/12/ptsd-secondary-trauma/420282/ 



Check-in

• Any clarifying questions so far?

• Any thoughts to share?



Activity- PROQOL

• Complete the PROQOL assessment.

• Answer the poll.

• Break out room discussion.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take some time to evaluate ourselves and notice the extent to which you are affected by STS, Burn out, and Compassion satisfaction/fatigue. Once you’ve had a chance to complete the self assessment and calculate your score, answer the poll question to indicate you are ready to proceed. Once everyone has completed the assessment, we will go into breakout rooms to discuss. 



Breakout Room Discussion

• How did you score in each area?

• Did anything surprise you?

• Do you think your scores are similar to 
other people in your organization?



Exposure to Other’s Trauma

• What someone tells you

• Play, drawings, written stories

• Witnessing trauma responses

• Media coverage

• Case reports
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Exposure to Secondary Trauma may cause:

Avoidance/Withdrawal

• Emotional numbing
• Feeling disconnected 

from friends/family

Hyper arousal 

• Nervousness or 
jumpiness

• Difficulty 
concentrating or 
taking in information

Re-experiencing

• Intrusive images
• Nightmares/insomnia

Thoughts/Feelings

• Changes in your 
worldview

• Feelings of 
hopelessness and/or 
helplessness

• Anger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group discussion with examples of exposure to trauma causing STS. Part of the conversation should include some normalizing, that this is something that is likely to occur in a professional setting. These symptoms should also look familiar, they are symptoms we see in individuals who experience direct trauma. 



When Your Client’s Trauma is a Reminder

You may:

– React as you would to any trauma reminder

– Have trouble differentiating your experience from 
your client’s

– Expect your client to cope the same way you did

– Respond inappropriately or disproportionately 

– Withdraw from your client

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people enter the helping professions due to their own lived experiences. If this is the case for you, you may be at heightened risk for secondary trauma symptoms. Exposure to another person’s trauma or their trauma reactions may be a reminder or trigger for your own trauma. Discussion around becoming triggered by your own trauma history
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Break
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Laura van Dernoot Lipsky: Trauma Stewardship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond the Cliff Video (20 minutes): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOzDGrcvmus
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Break Out Room Discussion

• What trauma exposure 
responses do you see in 
your self and in your 
organization?



Breakout Room Share Back

• Select one person from 
your breakout room to 
share back with the larger 
group just one theme that 
emerged in your group 
discussion. 
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Organizational Stress

• Types of organizational stress (or trauma) include: layoffs, mergers and 
acquisitions, violence in the workplace, empathetic nature of the work, natural 
disaster, major reorganizations, the turnover of senior leadership or sudden loss 
of key talent. 

• Direct or indirect, sudden or cumulative, organizational trauma typically has the 
following qualities:

– A breakdown in communication
– A breakdown in trust
– A breakdown in productivity 
– Workers feel powerless
– A shake up in roles and responsibilities 
– A sense of loss
– Stress and anxiety contagion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to shift to talking about stress and self care at the organizational level. https://www.workhuman.com/resources/globoforce-blog/protecting-employees-from-organizational-trauma http://www.calcasa.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/5-5_Organizational_Trauma_and_Resiliency_PowerPoint.pdf 
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How Staff Stress Impairs Organizational Functioning

Increased Absenteeism

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adapted from NCTSN Think Trauma Curriculum. Content available on NCTSN.orgFor Your Eyes Only: Please be aware of the animations on this slide. You will need to click the remote or press the space bar to trigger them. Say:Staff stress can impair organizational functioning in many ways. Here are a few:(Click the remote or press the space bar). Increased absenteeism (Click the remote or press the space bar). Impaired judgment (Click the remote or press the space bar). Unwillingness to accept extra work (Click the remote or press the space bar). Low motivation (Click the remote or press the space bar). Lower productivity and poor quality of work (Click the remote or press the space bar). Greater staff friction (Click the remote or press the space bar). Higher staff turnover
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Who is Responsible for Your Self-Care?

You Co-workers Supervisors Organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adapted from NCTSN Think Trauma Curriculum. Content available on NCTSN.orgFor Your Eyes Only:When the slide appears only the title should appearSay:Some of you may say yep– self care -  that is a wonderful goal – but how do I get there while working here with these clients?Your vicarious trauma and organizational stress can affect other staff, clients, and the organization. The same goes for good self-care. It can have a positive impact on you, the clients, staff you work with, and the organization as a whole.  But who is responsible for your self-care? [Allow a few moments for responses from the group]Self-care is really the responsibility of many including:(Click the remote or press the space bar) You(Click the remote or press the space bar) Your coworkers(Click the remote or press the space bar) Your supervisors and(Click the remote or press the space bar) The organization.  There is a role for all in achieving self-care. 
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Getting Past 
Secondary Traumatic Stress (STS)

• Use Supervision to Address STS

• Increase Self-Awareness of STS

• Maintain Healthy Work-Life Balance

• Implement Plans to Increase 

Personal Wellness

• Use Employee Assistance Programs

• Utilize Accountability Buddy 

System or Co-Care

• Practice Self-Care

• Stay Connected

• Counseling Services

• Use Vacation Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Things one can do within the organization. 
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Getting Past 
Secondary Traumatic Stress - Organizational

• Clinical Supervision

• Trauma Case Load Balance

• Enhance Physical safety of staff

• Incorporate STS Training for Staff

• Partner with STS Intervention Providers

• Ongoing Assessment of Staff 

Risk and Resiliency

• Reflective Supervision

• Workplace Self-Care Group

• Flextime Scheduling
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Break
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Organizational Health

First and secondhand exposure to 
Adverse Childhood Experiences
and the effects of toxic stress 
is prevalent in the workplace. 

Through Trauma Informed Care, 
organizational health improvements 
can be achieved by focusing efforts 

on building an inclusive and 
resilient workforce.

Trauma Informed Care

An organization’s ability to function effectively, 
to cope adequately, to change appropriately, 

and to grow from within.

Defining 
Organizational Health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trauma Informed Care produces positive organizational health outcomes. The guiding principles of TIC align with the core goals of human resource management. TIC acknowledges that adversity is present in and out of the workplace. For example, Behavioral Health issues are prevalent in the workforce. Mental illness and substance abuse annually cost employers an estimated $80 to $100 billion in indirect costs (when people are at work, but not fully engaged or productive).And 70% of adults in the U.S. have experienced some type of traumatic event at least once in their lives. That’s 223.4 million people!Results from various organizational needs assessments, community resiliency models, and trauma resiliency models support the need for trauma-informed practices in the workplace. Finch, R. A. & Phillips, K. (2005). An employer’s guide to behavioral health services. Washington, DC: National Business Group on Health/Center for Prevention and Health Services. Available from: https://www.businessgrouphealth.org/publications/http://www.livewellsd.org/content/dam/livewell/Partners/PartnerPDFs/PartnerBusinessPDF/LWSD_Newsletter_Trauma_Informed_Systems_in_the_Workforce_-_FINAL.pdf http://www.organizationalhealth.com/publications/OHFinal.pdfhttps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4035611/https://static1.squarespace.com/static/596cfecaebbd1ab34dadab1d/t/59ab4d22579fb343a2ce7a68/1504398627341/Attachment-1-CRM-Evaluation-Report-Includes-Holistic-Group-09.05.13-FINAL-VERSION-51.pdfhttps://static1.squarespace.com/static/596cfecaebbd1ab34dadab1d/t/59ab4e1fe5dd5b69d4098633/1504398880644/CRM+VEP-Evaluation-Report-03.11.13-v21.pdfhttps://static1.squarespace.com/static/596cfecaebbd1ab34dadab1d/t/59af36a7cd39c3ef80fea316/1504655016549/TRM-survey-2012-from-DBH.pdfhttps://www.thenationalcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Trauma-Infographic-Print.pdf
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Organizational Benefits of 
Trauma Informed Care

Staff feel safe & connected to 
do their best work

Organizational Resilience

Staff feel valued

Increased Morale & 
Satisfaction 

Turnover rates decrease
Higher Retention

Less absenteeism
Higher Productivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The guiding principles of TIC align with the teachings of human resources 101. The World Health Organization defines health as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity (World Health Organization, 2014). The Trauma-Informed Integration has adopted the WHO eight-dimension model of wellness: Financial, Intellectual, Emotional, Physical, Occupational, Spiritual, Social, and Environmental.Understanding that all eight dimensions are interconnected, we may find that when we feel financially stressed (e.g., debt building), we may experience anxiety (emotional), sometimes leading to medical problems (physical), and our effectiveness at work may be impacted (occupational), and we may even question our own meaning and purpose (spiritual). When we are out of work (occupational), we lose some of our opportunities to interact with others (social), cannot get the quality foods and medical care we need to stay well (physical), and may need to move to a place that feels less safe and secure (environmental). Therefore, our wellness is a major contributor on our overall functioning and development. http://www.livewellsd.org/content/dam/livewell/Partners/PartnerPDFs/PartnerBusinessPDF/LWSD_Newsletter_Trauma_Informed_Systems_in_the_Workforce_-_FINAL.pdf
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Organizational Resilience

• Proactive approach to safety and harm-reduction

• Reduces re-traumatization of staff and clients 

• Organizational support encourages healing

• Builds resilience against secondary traumatic stress

• Mutual peer support environment

Co-Care ultimately leads to Resiliency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to build resiliency, a culture of safety is essential. https://ishm.org/organizational-safety-culture/https://www.integration.samhsa.gov/clinical-practice/SAMSA_TIP_Trauma.pdfhttps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK207194/https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/research/project/toxic-stress-and-self-regulation-reports?source=post_page---------------------------https://www.cyc-net.org/cyc-online/cyconline-mar2010-bath.htmlhttps://www.nasmhpd.org/sites/default/files/TraumaTIACurriculumTrainersManual_9-10-18_0.pdf
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Why is self care important in 
each of these areas?

• Physical

• Psychological   

• Emotional

• Spiritual 

• Personal

• Professional

Self Care Group Activity

28

What are you currently doing?
What would you like to try?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IN PERSON DIRECTIONS:Trainer should have Flip chart paper available for this activityInstructions for trainer:On each piece of flip chart paper, write the self-care category at the top, and pose the question, why is this area of self-care important? On the lower half of the paper, write what do you do, or wish you did to meet this self-care need? Break participants up into groups, and have them rotate to each flip chart paper, recording their group answers. WEBINAR DIRECTIONS:Depending on size of group, potentially split into breakout rooms, utilize 6 whiteboards, save each one, and send the six to all participants via email so they have the brainstorm group activity to utilize and reflect when developing their own self care plan. 



Committing 
to Self-Care Make a Plan

• Maintain a balance between 
work and relaxation, self and 
others.

• Include activities purely for 
fun. 

• Include regular stress 
management physical activity, 
meditation, yoga, prayer, etc. 

• Notice your strengths and 
areas for growth on the self 
assessment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proqol as another resourcehttp://www.proqol.org/ProQol_Test.html 



Make a Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Offer this template, or encourage people to make their own, or find their own by googling (there are TONS out there). Or can offer the next slide as another alternative they could develop a self care plan from. Share example template in Spanish and English as well as self care assessment that follows these domains. 
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National Childhood Traumatic Stress Network 
http://www.nctsn.org/resources/topics/secondary-traumatic-stress

Compassion Fatigue Charles R Figley 1995

https://www.drdansiegel.com/resources/healthy_mind_platter/

31
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Reflection & 
Journaling
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